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THE UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY 453:01
Special Topics in URBAN SOCIOLOGY
Cities and the Olympics
Block Week Fall 2012
COURSE OUTLINE
September 4-8, 2012

Class Meets M-F 8:30-4:30
Location: SS921 and SS545 (as assigned)

Instructor: Dr. H. Hiller
Office Hours: by appointment
Office: SS 1056
Office Phone: 403-220-6048
Email address: hiller@ucalgary.ca
Sociology department website: http://www.soci.ucalgary.ca
COURSE OBJECTIVES
1.

To understand the Olympics from the point of view of the host city (or
potential host city in the case of bid cities) rather than thinking of the
Olympics as an athletic competition. This also entails attention to the fact that
the Olympics are an urban phenomenon in the context of globalization.

2.

To understand why cities want to host the Olympics and how the Olympics
are used by cities to accomplish non-sporting objectives. Special attention
will be given to the issue of legacy which has become a major theme in the
Olympic movement.

3.

To understand the urban sociological dynamics created by the Olympics in the
bid phase, planning phase, event phase, and post-event phase in order to
respond to the question of why the Olympics becomes a source of controversy
as well as celebration.

4.

Because Calgary is an Olympic city, having hosted the 1988 Winter Games,
we are in a unique position to assess the urban meaning and urban impact of
the Olympics on our own city. This will allow us to do some site visits and
talk to some experts who were heavily involved with the Olympics here.
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In short, this is not a course that looks at the Olympics as a sporting event or that focuses
on medal winners or even the athletes themselves. Instead, this course situates the
Olympics within an international context in which cities view the Games as an attempt to
accomplish their own objectives and which draws local residents into a supporting cast of
participants often with considerable debate. More recent Olympic cities, Beijing (2008),
Vancouver (2010), and London (2012) provide particularly interesting cases to analyze.
Course Reading
A reading list will be provided in which virtually all readings will be available online
through the library website.
A wonderful source for books and articles on the Olympics is found at Routledge Studies
Online
http://www.routledgeonlinestudies.com/
or
http://www.routledgeonlinestudies.com/explore.html?menu=explore&registration=

Olympic-related WEBSITES:
Web searches will play a significant role in this course. In addition to web searches which you
can carry out on your own using a variety of search terms, there are many websites with
interesting information and commentary about the Olympics. However, a good place to begin is
with the IOC website itself www.olympic.org/ and specifically to look at the organization and
goals of the IOC: http://www.olympic.org/ioc

Official Reports: http://www.la84foundation.org/5va/reports_frmst.htm
London’s website is also an example of a useful place to look
http://www.olympic.org/uk/index_uk.asp
http://www.london2012.com/

marketing guide
www.olympic.org/Documents/Reports/EN/IOC-MEDIAGUIDE-2010-EN.pdf
or opposition to the Olympics such as
http://www.redpepper.org.uk/olympic-struggle/
http://www.gamesmonitor.org.uk/node/333
http://boingboing.net/2012/05/18/space-hijackers-create-officia.html
Another interesting website is called “Inside the Games” and this is their website
http://www.insidethegames.com/. However, a good source of daily information about the
Olympics (particularly during this Olympic period) is their daily news reports which will
be automatically sent to your Inbox for free if you register. Go to this website to register
to receive daily reports http://www.insidethegames.biz/register. Where it says Title, put
in Mr. or Ms. Where it asks for job title, put in “student in an Olympics course”. Where
it asks for organization, put in “University of Calgary”. And when it asks you how you
heard about them, click on that you “heard about it from another subscriber”. Enter all
the other information as requested.
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COURSE STRUCTURE
The structure for this course will be quite different in that it is built around Block Week
which is meant to be an intensive period of study. Class time during Block Week will be
broken up into segments such as lecture time, seminar-type discussions, films and videos,
group work, reading assignment time, and field trips. Rather than creating a wooden
structure in advance, the exact timing of these activities will vary from day to day.
Thursday, however, will be the primary field trip day with more details to follow.
Following Block Week, two written assignments will be due later in the month. The
course will officially conclude by the end September and all assignments must be
completed by that time.

ASSIGNMENTS:
1. Pre-Session Study
As announced (see earlier email), the reading of Toohey and Veal (Chapter 4), event
monitoring, and an event analysis paper is required preparation for the first day of class
September 4. Please view that announcement for details.
2. The Bid City Project
The class will be divided into teams of three class members per team. Each team will be
selected by random draw and class time will be scheduled to work on this project. Teams
will compete against each other in a final presentation. Students are expected to use
perspectives provided throughout the class in their analysis.
There were five applicant cities for the 2020 Summer Games: Tokyo, Istanbul, Doha,
Madrid, and Baku. Rome had been an applicant city but withdrew prior to the IOC
decision. The IOC recently narrowed the list to three cities now called candidate cities:
Tokyo, Istanbul, and Madrid. This was not without some controversy. What is unique
about all these cities is that only one is from the traditional European or North American
galaxy of city choices. Assume that you do not know of the recent decision to narrow the
list to three candidate cities and assess all five applicant cities for 2020. Compare them
and contrast them using the following guidelines:
a. National Context. Seek to understand the national context in which the city is
located. This may include matters relating to the economy, geography,
employment, demography, and ethnic character of the country among other
factors. Understanding the country’s position in the global economy and its
position in international relations may also be useful. This may serve as a useful
baseline for understanding why the bid is being made.
b. The Bid City. The character and economy of the city including its place within
the national and international economy as well as its people and the urban issues
which it is facing. Are there distinctive features of the city or unique problems
which the city has?
c. The Bid Rationale. Attempt to understand why the city is bidding or has bid.
What rationale does it give for taking on this task? Who is promoting it? To
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what extent is sport part of the rationale and to what extent are other underlying
issues also present.
d. Bid Controversies and Issues. What controversies and issues have emerged in
the bid? Sometimes these controversies are explicit and sometimes they are
implied.
e. Legacy. What is claimed will be the legacy should the city be chosen to host the
Games?
Use whatever sources you can find (primarily through using online sources such as
www.gamesbids.com and other online searches) to do an analysis of the city and why it
wanted to bid as well as what it hoped to accomplish through hosting the Olympics. It is
recognized that the material available might not be the same for all cities but students are
encouraged to make assessments based on what is available and to extrapolate from the
material with which you are working. The final report of the IOC evaluation
(http://www.olympic.org/Documents/Host_city_elections/Final-report-2020-WorkingGroup-English.pdf) provides some summary information but ignore its recommendations
for the purpose of this assignment.
Through a random draw, each team will be assigned one of the cities as though they were
representing that city’s bid. The team should represent that cities bid and be prepared to
argue why it should be accepted. But they also need to be aware of their competition
which then requires a good knowledge of all bid cities.
Each team will then be asked to do two things:
1. Prepare a presentation to be made on Saturday, September 8 that provides
information about the bid city and its context, provides a logic for the bid, and
argues for why that bid should be accepted. Fancy powerpoint presentations are
not necessary but powerpoint material to illustrate are encouraged.
2. Prepare a 5 page paper divided into two parts to be handed in at the same time:
Part I. Address each of the five points listed above.
Part II. Provide your own summary assessment of the bid, evaluate the bid and its
competition, and suggest grounds for a final outcome.
At the end of all the presentations, students will vote for the presentation which they
think is the best. A second vote will be held to determine which city each class member
thinks should win based on all the evidence. Since this is a team project, each student
will be asked to rate what they believe is the percentage of the work that each team
member contributed (eg. 50-50, 60-40, etc.). The paper that is handed in to the instructor
should include a general note on what sources were used. Not all online sources need to
be specifically acknowledged but anything that is published with a known author should
be listed.
3. Journal Article Review
Each student will select any two journal articles that analyzes the Olympics in terms of its
urban impact or role along the lines of the issues discussed in the course. Choose any
two articles from scholarly journals and write a five page paper that devotes two pages to
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each of the articles (with the citation information at the top of the page) discussing its
argument and findings. A fifth page should include a discussion of in what way these
articles contribute to our knowledge of cities and the Olympics and an assessment of their
contribution. This paper should be no more than five double spaced pages, and should be
submitted to the professor online and in hard copy by Friday, September 14. Make sure
your name is on the first page. Copies of each review should also be sent to all students
electronically as part of the course material.
Please understand that much can be said in a limited space. However, vague sentences
do not work. Each sentence should be thought through and above all, the paper should
give very concrete evidence that the student has read the paper and grappled with
its significance.
4. Final Take-Home Examination.
A take-home final examination will be an important part of the course. A strategic
problem which will be fairly broad-based will be presented and sent to all students by email by midnight on Friday, September 14 and must be submitted in hard copy by Friday,
September 28. A two week period is given for this examination because students will
need to work through the issues the problem raises and decide which course material
might be helpful in their answer and to include whatever material they choose. The
emphasis will be on the application of course materials to the strategic problem.
5. Class Participation
Since this is not the typical lecture course, participation in class discussions is important.
The goal will be to do about three readings a day including one in the morning and one in
the afternoon- both of these during allotted time during the day. The third reading will be
done by students on their own time in the evening. It will be expected that students will
contribute to class discussion based on these readings. In addition, regular attendance
and interaction with other aspects of the course material is expected.

COURSE WEIGHTS
Event Analysis paper
Bid City Project
Journal Article Review
Final Take-Home Examination
Class Participation

20 points
20 points
20 points
30 points
10 points

The Professor will inform you of the letter grade equivalents of points obtained in each
assignment.
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